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Abstract
We study a class of discrete dynamical systems that consists of the following data: (a) a nite
loop-free graph Y with vertex set f1; : : : ; ng where each vertex has a binary state, (b) a vertex
labeled multi-set of functions (Fi;Y : Fn2 ! Fn2)i and (c) a permutation 2 Sn. The function Fi;Y
updates the state of vertex i as a function of the states of vertex i and its Y -neighbors and
leaves the states of all other vertices xed. The permutation  represents a Y -vertex ordering
according to which the functions Fi;Y are applied. By composing the functions Fi;Y in the order
given by  we obtain the dynamical system [FY ; ] =
Qn
i=1 F(i); Y : F
n
2 ! Fn2; which we refer
to as a sequential dynamical system (SDS). Among various basic results on SDS we will study
their invertibility and analyze the set jf[FY ; ] j2 Sngj for xed Y and (Fi;Y )i. Finally, we
give an estimate for the number of non-isomorphic digraphs  [FY ; ] (having vertex sets Fn2
and directed edges f(x; [FY ; ](x)) j x2 Fn2g) for a xed graph Y and a xed multi-set (Fi;Y )i.
c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Y be a loop-free undirected graph with vertex set v[Y ]=f1; : : : ; ng and edge set
e[Y ]. For abbreviation we will write this as Y <Kn. Let B0(i) be the set of Y -vertices
adjacent to vertex i and let i= jB0(i)j. We denote the increasing sequence of elements
of the set B0(i) [ fig by
B1(i) = (j1; : : : ; i; : : : ; ji); (1.1)
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and set d = max16i6ni. Each vertex i has associated a state xi 2 F2, and for each
vertex i2Nn = f1; 2; : : : ; ng we introduce in view of (1.1) the map
projY [i] :Fn2 ! Fi+12 ; (x1; : : : ; xn) 7! (xj1 ; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xji ):
Further, let Sk with k 2N denote the symmetric group on k letters. Let (fk)16k6d(Y )+1
be a multi-set of symmetric functions fk : Fk2 ! F2 and set x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn).
For each i2Nn there is a Y -local map Fi;Y given by
yi = fi+1  projY [i];
Fi;Y (x) = (x1; : : : ; xi−1; yi(x); xi+1; : : : ; xn):
We refer to the multi-set (Fi;Y )i as FY . Moreover, for each Y <Kn the multi-set
(fk)16k6n induces a multi-set FY , i.e., we have a map fY <Kng ! fFY g.
Denition 1. Let Y be a graph, let 2 Sn and let (fk)k be a given multi-set of sym-
metric functions. Dene the map [FY ; ] : Sn ! Func(Fn2; Fn2) by
[FY ; ] =
nY
i=1
F(i);Y :
The sequential dynamical system (SDS) over Y induced by (fk)k with ordering  is
[FY ; ].
We set S(fk )k (Y ) = f[FY ; ] j2 Sng. For = (i1; : : : ; in) we write ik < ij if k < j.
The phase space of an SDS is a unicyclic digraph:
Denition 2. The digraph  [FY ; ] is the directed graph having vertex set Fn2 and
directed edges f(x; [FY ; ](x)) j x2 Fn2g.
In [3] SDS were analyzed from a purely combinatorial perspective using the update
graph U (Y ) dened as follows:
Denition 3. Let Y <Kn. The update graph U (Y ) is the graph having vertex set Sn
and in which two dierent vertices (i1; : : : ; in) and (h1; : : : ; hn) are adjacent i (a) i‘=h‘,
‘ 6= k; k + 1 and (b) fik ; ik+1g =2 e[Y ].
Let Y be the equivalence relation induced by connectedness in U (Y ) and set []Y=
f0 j0 Y g. Then for 0 2 []Y we have [FY ; ] = [FY ; 0]. Clearly, we have a
surjection h(fk )k : [Sn= Y ] ! S(fk )k (Y ) given by []Y 7! [FY ; ]. The combinatorial
analysis allows us to interpret an equivalence class []Y as an acyclic orientation of
Y , i.e., there is a bijection [5]
f(Y; ) : [Sn= Y ]! Acyc(Y ); []Y 7! O = f(Y; []Y ); (1.2)
where Acyc(Y ) is the set of all acyclic orientations of Y . Any O2Acyc(Y ) yields a
unique multi-set of independence sets each of which can be ordered linearly. Therefore,
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f(Y; ) gives rise to a map
] : Acyc(Y )! Sn; O 7! O] (1.3)
which assigns to an acyclic orientation its canonical permutation (see [5] for details).
We will set a(Y ) = jAcyc(Y )j and a(fk )k (Y ) = jS(fk )k (Y )j and since  Y 0 implies
[FY ; ] = [FY ; 0] we can always choose the canonical element as a representative,
writing [FY ;O]]. The functions below will be referred to later. Let Al(x)= jfxjjxj= lgj
with l2 F2.
nork : Fk2 ! F2 (x1; : : : ; xk) 7! x1 _    _ xk ; (1.4)
nandk : Fk2 ! F2 (x1; : : : ; xk) 7! x1 ^    ^ xk ; (1.5)
park : Fk2 ! F2 (x1; : : : ; xk) 7!
kX
i=1
xi; (1.6)
majk : Fk2 ! F2 (x1; : : : ; xk) 7!

1 i A1(x)>A0(x);
0 otherwise;
(1.7)
xork : Fk2 ! F2 (x1; : : : ; xk) 7!

1 i A1(x) = 1;
0 otherwise:
(1.8)
We will, by abuse of terminology, simply write, e.g., aPAR, hPAR, for these functions
instead of using the full multi-set (fk)k as index.
In Section 2 we will prove some basic results on SDS and in particular we char-
acterize invertible SDS. In Section 3 we consider the random graph Gn;p and derive
criteria for multi-sets (fk)k that allow us to deduce concentration results for log2 a(fk )k .
Finally, in Section 4 we analyze the number of non-isomorphic digraphs  [FY ; ] for
a xed graph Y and a xed multi-set (Fi;Y )i.
2. Some basic properties of SDS
Let us start by listing some simple observations on SDS where the proofs have been
left to the reader:
Proposition 1. Let Y be a graph; let [FY ; ] be an SDS and let C be a Y-component
with v[C] = fiC1 ; : : : ; iCnCg; where nC = jCj and iC1 <   < iCnC has been arranged.
Denote by [FC; C] =
QnC
j=1 F(iCj );Y . Then we have
[FY ; ] =
Y
C<Y
[FC; C]: (2.1)
Thus, we can always assume that the graph Y is connected.
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Proposition 2. Let Y be a graph and [FY ; ] an SDS over Y. Denote by Fix([FY ; ])
the set fx2 Fn2j[FY ; ](x) = xg. Then we have
82 Sn: Fix([FY ; ]) = Fix([FY ; ]): (2.2)
We will now give a characterization of bijective SDS.
Proposition 3. Let Y <Kn; let (fk)k be a multi-set fk :Fk2 ! F2 and let id; inv :
F2 ! F2 be the maps dened by id(x)= x and inv(x)= x. An SDS [FY ; ] is bijective
if and only if for each 16i6n and xed coordinates x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn the map
fi; Y+1  projY [i](x1; : : : ; xi−1; ; xi+1; : : : ; xn) : F2 ! F2 (2.3)
has the property fi; Y+1  projY [i](x1; : : : ; xi−1; ; xi+1; : : : ; xn)2fid; invg. Furthermore;
let =(i1; : : : ; in−1; in)2 Sn; let =(in; in−1; : : : ; i1) and let [FY ; ] be a bijective SDS.
Then we have
[FY ; ]−1 = [FY ; ]:
Proof. Let [FY ; ] be an SDS. Clearly, [FY ; ] is bijective if and only if every Y -local
map Fi;Y is bijective and by the denition we have
Fi;Y (x) = (x1; : : : ; xi−1; fi; Y+1  projY [i](x); xi+1; : : : ; xn); (2.4)
which is bijective i fi; Y+1 projY [i](x1; : : : ; xi−1; ; xi+1; : : : ; xn) is bijective. The inver-
sion formula follows immediately.
Remark 1. The generalization from F2 to an arbitrary nite eld is straightforward. In
the case of Fp there are (p!)p
i; Y dierent bijective local maps Fi;Y .
Corollary 1. Let (park)16k6n be the multi-set of maps dened in (1:6). Then for
arbitrary Y <Kn all SDS [FY ; ] induced by (park)16k6n are invertible.
Remark 2. Note that Proposition 3 is also valid for non-symmetric functions. However,
in [2] we have shown the following consequence of Proposition 3 valid for symmetric
functions.
Proposition 4. Let Y be a graph and let [FY ; ] be an invertible SDS over Y. Then
FY = (Fi;Y )i where Fi;Y = Pari;Y or Fi;Y = Pari;Y .
3. A concentration result for a(fk)k (Y )
In this section, we will consider SDS over the random graph Gn;p, i.e., the probability
space consisting of all subgraphs of Kn where each edge is selected with independent
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probability p. As before, let
a(fk )k (Y ) = jS(fk )k (Y )j: (3.1)
We will view a(fk )k as a random variable w.r.t. the probability space Gn;p and prove
some conditions that allow us to obtain a concentration result for log2 a(fk )k (Gn;p). This
basically means that a.s. log2 a(fk )k (Gn;p) does only depend on the number of edges of
Y and not on the particular choice of Y itself. Insofar this concentration can be viewed
as a generic property of the number of dierent SDS over Y . To begin, we will dene
a key property of real valued Gn;p-random variables.
Denition 4. Let n;p : Gn;p ! R be a random variable (r.v.). Then n;p is called
Lipschitz i for any two graphs Y; Y 0 <Kn that dier by the alteration of exactly one
edge we have
jn;p(Y )− n;p(Y 0)j61: (3.2)
In particular, we will be interested in multi-sets (fk)k for which the r.v. log2 a(fk )k is
Lipschitz, i.e.,
jlog2 a(fk )k (Y )− log2 a(fk )k (Y 0)j61: (3.3)
Theorem 1. Let Y <Kn be an arbitrary graph. The random variables log2 aNor;
log2 aNand and log2 aXor are Lipschitz. The random variables log2 aPar and log2 aMaj
are not Lipschitz.
We now proceed by proving Theorem 1. For this purpose we need the following
structural lemma.
Lemma 1. Let Y be a graph and let 2 Sn. Then there exists a U (Y )-path connect-
ing  and id if and only if for all -inversion pairs; i.e.; pairs (l; s) with the prop-
erty that there exists i< k such that (i) = l> s = (k); the condition fl; sg =2 e[Y ]
holds.
The proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward and can be found in [5].
Lemma 2. Let (fk)k be a multi-set of symmetric functions; let Y be an arbitrary
subgraph of Kn and
h(fk )k : Sn= Y! S(fk )k (Y ); []Y 7! [FY ; ]: (3.4)
If h(fk )k is bijective then log2 a(fk )k is Lipschitz.
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Proof. Suppose h(fk )k is bijective. By the use of Theorem 1 in [5] we obtain the
following commutative diagram:
Hence, f(Y; )  h−1(fk )k : S(fk )k (Y ) ! Acyc(Y ) is a bijection. Using this bijection
it is obviously sucient to show that log2 a is Lipschitz. But this is an immediate
consequence of the fact that any acyclic orientation of Y can only be extended to at
most two acyclic orientations of Y 0 (see [5, Lemma 2] for details), and the proof of
the lemma is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1. In light of Lemma 2 it suces to prove that the map hNor as in
(3.4) is bijective. Obviously, hNor is surjective and thus it remains to prove injectivity.
For this purpose, let  and  be two permutations such that []Y 6= []Y . Without loss
of generality we may assume that  = id and Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of a
pair of Y -vertices (s; t), fs; tg2 e[Y ] such that
= (: : : ; s; : : : ; t; : : :) and  = (: : : ; t; : : : ; s; : : :):
We set B<1 (s) = fi j i2B1(s) ^ i< sg. Let
x = (xi)16i6n; xi =
(
1 if i2B<1 (s);
0 otherwise:
(3.5)
Obviously, [NorY ; ](x)s=0 since t < s and xt=1. But clearly, [NorY ; ](x)s=1 and
injectivity follows. As for hXor dene x by
x = (xi)16i6n; xi =
(
1 if i2B61 (s);
0 otherwise:
(3.6)
Clearly, [XorY ; ](x)s = 0 while by construction of x we have [XorY ; ](x)s = 1 estab-
lishing the injectivity. The proof for hNand is left to the reader.
We next prove that log2 aPar is not Lipschitz by giving explicit counterexamples.
Consider the graphs displayed in Fig. 1. Let Y be the graph displayed to the left and
Y 0 the graph obtained from Y by adding the edge f1; 5g. Then we have log2 aPar(Y 0)−
log2 aPar(Y )< − 1:2. Similarly, we obtain with Y equal the graph displayed to the
right log2 aPar(Y
0) − log2 aPar(Y )> 1:6, where Y 0 is obtained from Y by adding the
edge f1; 2g:
Likewise, we prove that log2 aMaj is not Lipschitz by taking Y to be the complete
graph minus one edge and Y 0 to be the complete graph. Clearly, for the complete graph
there is only one system, i.e. [MajKn ; ]  [MajKn ; ] for all ; 2 Sn. In the case of
K6 the number of dierent SDS drops from 78 to 1.
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Fig. 1. Graphs.
Remark 3. It follows from the above proposition that hPar is not bijective. A simple
counterexample is provided by Y=Circ4. For instance, the two permutations 1=(2134)
and 2=(4132) clearly satisfy 1 6Y 2 but even so the corresponding two SDS do not
dier. The number of dierent SDS is 11 whereas the number of acyclic orientations
is 14.
Theorem 2. Let n;p be Lipschitz. Then for Gn;p and arbitrary probability p we have
n;p(fjn;p(Gn;p)− E[n;p(Gn;p)]j>
p
n(n− 1)=2g)< 2e−2=2: (3.7)
In particular; if the map h(fk )k is bijective; we have
n[log2 n− log2 e − log2 p− o(1)]6E[log2 a(fk )k (Gn;p)]: (3.8)
The rst assertion of Theorem 2 is a consequence of a general result of Milman and
Schechtman [4]. This method was used in [7] to establish a concentration result for
the chromatic number of a random graph. Theorem 2 is proved by (a) constructing a
nite martingale (Xi)i that converges to the r.v. n;p(Gn;p), (b) showing that n;p being
Lipschitz implies jXi+1 − Xij61 and (c) by applying Azuma’s inequality [1], which
reads:
Theorem 3. Let X0; : : : ; Xm be a martingale with the property jXi+1−Xij61; 06i<m.
Then we have
8> 0 : Prob(fjXm − X0j>
p
mg)< 2e−2=2: (3.9)
The second assertion (3.8) of Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 2 of [5] and Lemma
2. In particular, we have
Corollary 2. For the random graph Gn;p and arbitrary probability p we have for
aB 2faNor; aNand; aXorg
n;p(fjlog2 aB(Gn;p)− E[log2 aB(Gn;p)]j>
p
n(n− 1)=2g)< 2e−2=2; (3.10)
and we have n[log2 n− log2 e − log2 p− o(1)]6E[log2 aB(Gn;p)].
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4. Symmetries
Let [FY ; ] and [FY ; 0] be two SDS. If there exists a bijection  such that
[FY ; 0] =   [FY ; ]  −1 (4.1)
we call [FY ; ] and [FY ; 0] equivalent SDS. Of course,  is also an isomorphism of
their corresponding digraphs  [FY ; ] and  [FY ; 0] and we write this as
 [FY ; ] =  [FY ; 0]:
In this section, we will study under what conditions there exists an isomorphism  of
 [FY ; ] and  [FY ; 0]. Let [FY ; ] be a xed SDS. In this section we will analyze
the following set:
Y [FY ; ] = fO2Acyc(Y ) j [FY ;O]] =  [FY ; ]g: (4.2)
In the following, we will drop the subscript in S(fk )k (Y ) and simply write S(Y ).
Lemma 3. Let Y be an arbitrary graph. Then
Aut(Y ) Sn= Y! Sn= Y ; (; []Y ) 7! [  ]Y (4.3)
is an Aut(Y )-action on Sn= Y . This action induces an Aut(Y )-action on Acyc(Y )
given by
fOg(fi; kg) =O (f−1(i); −1(k)g): (4.4)
Proof. The short exact sequence
1! Aut(Y )! Aut(U (Y ));  7! ( 7!   )
guarantees that  Y  implies    Y   , whence [  ]Y is independent of the
choice of 2 []Y and (4.3) is well dened. The second assertion follows immediately
from (4.3) completing the proof of the lemma.
Sn acts on the set of Y -vertices by permutation and induces the natural group action
on the set of all maps t : v[Y ] ! F2 given by (; t)(i) = t(−1(i)). In particular, we
may view t as an n-tuple, (x1; : : : ; xn), and we obtain the following Sn-action on Fn2:
Sn  Fn2 ! Fn2; (; (xj)) 7! (xj) = (x−1( j)): (4.5)
Clearly, we have hg  (xj) = (xg−1h−1( j)) = h  (g  (xj)).
Theorem 4. Let [FY ; ] be an SDS. Then we have
82 Sn; 2Aut(Y ) : [FY ; ] =   [FY ; ]  −1; (4.6)
and in particular  [FY ;O]] =  [FY ; (O)]].
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Proof. We can rewrite Eq. (4.6) as
nY
i=1
F(i);Y =
nY
i=1
  F(i);Y  −1:
We will show that the ith factor on the left and the ith factor on the right give the
same result when applied to a state x. We have
F(i);Y (x) = (x1; : : : ; f(i)(xj j j2B1((i)))| {z }
pos: (i)
; : : : ; xn):
Similarly,
  F(i);Y  −1(x) =   F(i);Y (x(1); : : : ; x(n))
= (x(1); : : : ; f(i)(xj j j2 B1((i)))| {z }
pos: (i)
; : : : ; x(n))
= (x1; : : : ; f(i)(xj j j2 B1((i)))| {z }
pos: (i)
; : : : ; xn):
Equality follows from that fact that for 2Aut(Y ) we have B1((i)) = B1((i))
and f(i) = f(i) since by construction there is only one local function for a given
degree.
In view of Theorem 4, we derive
Corollary 3. The map
Aut(Y ) S(Y )! S(Y ); (; [FY ; ]) 7! [FY ;   ] (4.7)
establishes an Aut(Y )-action on S(Y ) with the property [FY ;   ] =   [FY ; ]  −1.
In particular Y [FY ; ] is an Aut(Y )-set.
Proof. Let O2Y [FY ; ] and 2Aut(Y ). It suces to prove O2Y [FY ; ].
By Theorem 4 we have  [FY ; (O )
]] =  [FY ;O]], and by denition we have
 [FY ;O]] =  [FY ; ].
Corollary 4. We have
jf [FY ; ] j2 Sngj6 1jAut(Y )j
X
2Aut(Y )
jFix()j; (4.8)
where Fix() = fO2Acyc(Y ) j  O =Og.
Proof. According to Lemma 3, Aut(Y ) acts on Acyc(Y ) and Burnsides lemma gives
jfAut(Y )(O) jO2Acyc(Y )gj= 1jAut(Y )j
X
2Aut(Y )
jFix()j:
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By denition, the surjection h : Sn= Y! S(Y ) is Aut(Y )-equivariant, and we conclude
jfAut(Y )([FY ; ]) j [FY ; ]2S(Y )gj6jfAut(Y )(O) jO2Acyc(Y )gj:
Now Theorem 4 shows that  [FY ; ] =  [FY ; ], whence
jf [FY ; ] j2 Sngj6jfAut(Y )([FY ; ]) j [FY ; ]2S(Y )gj
and the corollary follows.
Remark 4. In later work [6], an interpretation of jFix()j is derived. It can be described
as follows. Let G be a group and let Y be an undirected graph. Then G acts on Y if
there exists a group homomorphism u : G ! Aut(Y ). If G acts on the graph Y , then
its action induces (i) the graph GnY where
v[GnY ] = fG(i) j i2 v[Y ]g and e[GnY ] = fG(y) jy2 e[Y ]g
and (ii) the surjective graph morphism G given by
G : Y ! GnY; i 7! G(i):
Note that this graph is not necessarily simple as it may contain loops. We can now
state
Proposition 5. Let Y be a graph and let 2Aut(Y ). Then we have
jFix()j= a(hinY ): (4.9)
This is proven by showing that
 G : Acyc(Y )G ! Acyc(GnY ); O 7! OG; (4.10)
is a bijection, where OG(fG(i); G(k)g)=O (fi; kg) and Acyc(Y )G=fO2Acyc(Y ) j 8g2G :
gO =Og, and then applying it to hgi<G for g2G.
5. Upper bounds for the number of nonequivalent SDS over Circn and Wn
In this section, we compute the upper bound of Corollary 4 for the graphs Circn and
the vertex join of 0 and Circn, denoted by Wn = 0⊗ Circn. Explicitly, we set
v[Wn] = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; ng;
e[Wn] = ff0; kg j 16k6ng [ ffk; k + 1g j 16k6n− 1g [ ff1; ngg:
An acyclic orientation O of Y assigns to each Y -edge a direction such that the resulting
directed graph O (Y ) is a tree. Let P(O (Y )) be the set of all directed O (Y )-paths,
. Further, let !(), (), and ‘() be the start-vertex, end-vertex and length of the
directed O (Y )-path , respectively. We consider the map
rk : v[Y ]! N [ f0g; rk(i) = max f‘() j2P(O (Y ));
!() is a O -origin and () = ig:
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An acyclic orientation O induces a partial ordering <O , where i<O k if and only if
rk(i)< rk(k).
Proposition 6. For Y = Circn and n> 2 we haveP
2Aut(Circn) jFix()j
jAut(Circn)j =
8<
:
1
2n
P
djn (d)(2
n=d − 2) + 2n=24 if n  0mod 2
1
2n
P
djn (d)(2
n=d − 2) if n  1mod 2;
(5.1)
where  is the Euler -function.
Proof. The map
fi; i + 1g 7!

1 if i<O i + 1;
0 otherwise;
; f1; ng 7!

1 if 1>O n;
0 otherwise
establishes a bijection Acyc(Circn) ! n = f(i)2 Fn2 j (i) 6= 0; 1g. We have Dn =
hio hi where, using cycle notation,  = (1; 2; : : : ; n) and  =Qdn=2ei=2 (i; n − i + 2).
The natural Dn-action on Acyc(Circn) (see Lemma 3) induces a Dn-action on n as
follows
k  (i) = (−k (i)) and   (i) = (1− (i+1))i : (5.2)
For n  1mod 2, (5.2) shows that for k=0; : : : ; n−1 we have jFix(k)j=0 and since
hi acts as a permutation group on n we obtain from Polya’s enumeration theorem and
the formula for the cycle index of hi acting on Fn2 that
P
k jFix(k)j=
P
djn (d)2
n=d.
Since hi acts on n we obtain
8n  1mod 2: 1jDnj
X
2Dn
jFix()j= 1
2n
X
djn
(d)(2n=d − 2):
For n  0mod 2 the action of the subgroup hi contributes again the term Pdjn (d)
(2n=d − 2) and we next observe that
k  1mod 2 ) jFix(k)j= 0;
as for k  1mod 2 the equation 2i = n + 1 − k always has a solution in Nn, and
thus it suces to consider k  0mod 2. Now, (i)2Fix(k) has the property ‘ =
1− n+1−(‘−k) from which we conclude (k)2(‘)= (‘) and hence jFix(k)j=2n=2,
independent of k. Therefore,
8n  0mod 2: 1jDnj
X
2Dn
jFix()j= 1
2n
X
djn
(d)(2n=d − 2) + 2
n=2
4
and the proposition follows.
Proposition 7. For Wn with n> 3 the following assertion holds:P
2Aut(Wn) jFix()j
jAut(Wn)j =
( 1
2n
P
djn (d)(3
n=d − 3) + 3n=2=2 i n  0mod 2
1
2n
P
djn (d)(3
n=d − 3) in  1mod 2
(5.3)
where  is the Euler -function.
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Proof. Let us begin by xing some notation. Directed edges of the form (i; i + 1),
(i+1; i) with 16i6n−1, (n; 1); (1; n) and directed edges of the form (0; i), (i; 0) will
be referred to as i, n and i respectively. Further, we x a mapping fi; ig ! F2.
Step 1. a(Wn)=3n−3: Let Win, 16i6n−1 be the graph with vertex set v[Wn] and
edge set e[Wn]nffi; i+1gg. Since a(Y ) is a Tutte-invariant we have a(Wn) = a(Win) +
a(Wn−1). The assertion follows immediately from a(Win) = 2 3n−1.
Step 2. We will identify O2Acyc(Wn) with a pair ((i)i ; (i)i)2 Fn2 Fn2. For n>4
we have Aut(Wn) = hio hi where = (1; 2; : : : ; n) and =
Qdn=2e
i=2 (i; n− i+ 2). The
group Aut(Wn) acts (see Lemma 3) on acyclic orientations as follows:
k  ((i)i ; (i)i) = ((−k (i))i ; (−k (i))i) (5.4)
and
  ((i)i ; (i)i) = (((i))i ; (1− (i+1))i): (5.5)
Step 3. 8n  1mod 2:
1
jAut(Wn)j
X
2Aut(Wn)
jFix()j= 1
2n
X
djn
(d)(3n=d − 3): (5.6)
In view of (5.5) we rst observe
8k 2N: jFix(k)j= 0:
Thus, it remains to analyze Fix(k) for 06k6n− 1. Let o(k)= n=d with 16i6n=d,
and where o( ) denotes order. We consider the family of graphs ik(Pd+1) dened by
v[ik(Pd+1)] = f0; ik(1); : : : ; ik(d+ 1)g;
e[ik(Pd+1)] = ff0; ik(1)g; : : : ; f0; ik(d)gg
[ffik(1); ik(2)g; : : : ; fik(d); ik(d+ 1)gg:
An element O2Acyc(Pd+1) induces acyclic orientations ik(O)2Acyc(ik(Pd+1)) by
ik(O)(fik(j); ik(h)g) =O (fj; hg):
The disjoint union of graphs ik(Pd+1), 16i6n=d equals Wn, whence the acyclic
orientations ik(O), 16i6n=d induce an orientation O^ of Wn (that is not necessarily
acyclic). For d>3 the mapping
g : Pd+1 ! Wd; 06j6d; g(j) = j ^ g(d+ 1) = 1 (5.7)
is a graph morphism which gives rise to a mapping G : Acyc(Wd) ! Acyc(Pd+1),
O1 7! O1.
Claim. For d>3 the map G induces the bijection
G0 : Acyc(Wd)! fO2Acyc(Pd+1) j O^2Acyc(Wn)g: (5.8)
To prove (5.8) we show the following: Let O2Acyc(Pd+1). Then the induced
orientation O^ contains a cycle if and only if there exists a path connecting 1 and d+1
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in O . It is clear that the existence of a path connecting 1 and d+1 in O2Acyc(Pd+1)
yields a cycle in the induced orientation O^ . Now, let C be a cycle in O^ . If 0 =2C
there necessarily exists a path connecting 1 and d + 1. If 02C then 0 is origin of a
directed edge of the form (0; s) with 16s6d. Since O is acyclic, all Pd+1-vertices
r that are incident to edges of the form f0; rg and that can be reached from s are
termini. We immediately conclude that the existence of C implies the existence of a
path connecting s and d + 1 and we can assume that s is minimal. If s = 1 we are
done, otherwise we observe that C is contained in the two graphs Pd+1; n=d(Pd+1) and
there exists an s0 <s such that we have a directed edge (s0; 0). This clearly yields a
path connecting 1 and d+ 1 in Pd+1 proving the assertion.
Clearly, G0(Acyc(Wd)) consists of all acyclic orientations that do not have a path
connecting 1 and d+ 1, whence (5.8) follows. Finally, o(k) = n implies Fix(k) = ;,
and the proof of Step 3 is complete.
Step 4. 8n  0mod 2:
1
jAut(Wn)j
X
2Aut(Wn)
jFix()j= 1
2n
2
4X
djn
(d)(3n=d − 3)
3
5+ 3n=2=2:
To prove the assertion we rst observe in complete analogy to the case n  1mod 2X
fk jo(k ) 6=2g
jFix(k)j=
X
djn;d 6=n=2
(d)(3n=d − 3);
and in case of o(k)= n=2 we have jFix(k)j=32− 3=6. Thus, it remains to analyze
Fix(k). Since
((i)i ; (i)i)2Fix(k) ,

‘ = (‘+k);
‘ = 1− (‘+k+1);
we obtain Fix(k) = ; if k  1mod 2. For k  0mod 2 we have fkg2 = id and
immediately conclude
8k  0 mod 2; jFix(k)j= jFix()j:
Inspection of the -action (note in particular that  xes 1 and n=2 + 1) shows
jFix()j= a(W 1n=2+1)
and from a(W 1n=2+1) = 2  3n=2 it follows that (1=2n)
P
k jFix(k)j= 3n=2=2, completing
Step 4 and the proof of the proposition.
Remark 5. To illustrate the usefulness of (4.9) in Proposition 5 we give an outline of
the proofs of Propositions 6 and 7 with this approach. Let Y =Circn. Let 2Aut(Y ).
If  = k with o() = d we get hinY = Circn=d. Next let  = k . Clearly, for n 
1mod 2 there are adjacent vertices in Circn that are on the same orbit under hi and
hinY contains a loop. Similarly, if n  0mod 2 and k  1mod 2 then hinY contains
two loops. Finally, if k; n  0mod 2 we have hinY = Linen=2+1. Adding up using
(4.9) gives the desired upper bound for Circn. For the graph Wn we use the fact
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that G(Wn) = G(0 ⊗ Circn) = 0 ⊗ G(Circn). Using the intermediate results in the
computations for Circn gives the bound stated in Proposition 7.
An interesting question is determining those classes of graphs Y and multi-sets of
Boolean functions FY for which equality holds in Corollary 4, i.e.,
jf [FY ; ] j2 Sngj= 1jAut(Y )j
X
2Aut(Y )
jFix()j; (5.9)
or equivalently, for which graphs and multi-sets of Boolean functions do we have
Y [FY ; ] = fO2Acyc(Y ) jO2Aut(Y )(f(Y; ))g:
Let Starn, be the graph with vertex set f1; 2; 3; : : : ; ng and edge set ff1; kg j 26k6ng.
We nally determine the set Starn [NorStarn ; ]:
Proposition 8.
Starn [NorStarn ; ] = fO2Acyc(Starn) jO2Aut(Starn)(f(Starn; ))g:
Proof. We have already shown that hNor : Sn= Starn! S(Y ) is a bijective Aut(Starn)-map
and thus it suces to consider the Aut(Starn)-action of (4.3). For j=1; : : : ; n we select
j = (i1; : : : ; in)2 Sn such that ij = 1. It follows immediately from Aut(Starn) = Sn−1
that
Sn= Starn =
n[
j=1
Aut(Starn)([j]Starn):
In view of (5.9) it remains to prove that the SDS [NorStarn ; i], i = 1; : : : ; n, exhibit
pairwise non-isomorphic digraphs  [NorStarn ; i].
Let 2 Sn be a permutation with (i) = 1. Set x = (x(1); : : : ; x(i−1)) and y =
(x(i+1); : : : ; x(n+1)). If i 6= 1; n we obtain the following orbits in phase space (un-
derline denotes vectors.)
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
In the case i = 1 we obtain
(5.13)
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(5.14)
In the case i = n we have
(5.15)
(5.16)
It is clear from the above diagrams that for any i the associated digraph has a unique
component containing a 3-cycle and on this cycle there is a unique element vi with
indegree(vi)> 1. In the rst case indegree(vi)=2i−1, in the second case indegree(vi)=2
and in the third case indegree(vi) = 2n−1. The only case in which these numbers
are not all dierent is for i = 2. But in this case we can use, e.g., the structure in
(5.13) to distinguish the corresponding digraphs. It follows that if i 6= j the digraphs
 [NorStarn ; i] and  [NorStarn ; j] are nonisomorphic.
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